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ABSTRACT

The paper studies the wetting of grain boundary triple junctions (GB TJs) by the

second solid phase (intermetallic) d in the Cu–In alloys. In this system, the

portion of grain boundaries in a copper-based solid solution (Cu), which are

‘‘wetted’’ by the second solid phase d, changes non-monotonically with

increasing temperature. At first, the portion of such completely wetted GBs

increases from zero to almost 100% when the sample is heated, and then quickly

falls back to zero. The condition of complete wetting for the GB TJs (rGB[ 1.73

rSS) is less stringent than for the GBs (rGB[ 2 rSS). Therefore, if the transition

from incomplete to complete wetting occurs with an increase in temperature,

then all GB TJs should become completely wetted at a temperature TWTJ, lower

than the temperature TWGB, at which all GBs become completely wetted. In this

work on the Cu–In system, it was found experimentally for the first time that the

wetting of the GB TJs also behaves non-monotonously. The percentage of wetted

GB TJs also increases to 100% at first and then falls with increasing temperature.

In this case, the portion of wetted GB TJs exceeds the portion of wetted GBs not

only when it increases with increasing temperature, but also then, with the

subsequent disappearance of fully wetted GBs.
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Introduction

Phase transformations in solids are a tool in the

hands of a materials scientist that allows her/him to

control the structure of materials and change their

properties in a directional way. Such phase trans-

formations include, first of all, melting and solidifi-

cation, formation and decomposition of a solid

solution, amorphization, ordering and disordering,

eutectic, peritectic, eutectoid and peritectoid trans-

formations, allotropic phase transitions (for example,

in titanium, iron, zirconium, manganese, etc.). How-

ever, in addition to transformations in three-dimen-

sional phases, there are also phase transformations at

the internal interfaces like grain boundaries (GBs)

and interphase boundaries (IBs) [1]. First of all, they

include the wetting phase transitions [2]. The melt

can completely or partially wet the grain boundaries

[3]. In the first case, the contact angle between the

liquid and solid phases is zero, and the melt layer

completely separates one grain from another [4]. In

the second case, the liquid phase has the form of

separate droplets with a nonzero contact angle along

the contact line of the boundary and the liquid, and

the melt does not completely substitute the interface

[5]. The thin layers of a second phase can form in the

grain boundaries in case of a deficit of wetting phase

[6] of in case if the bulk second phase is not in the

equilibrium [7]. Such thin layers are frequently called

as GB complexions (see [8, 9] and references therein).

The transition from partial to complete wetting and

back can occur when the temperature or pressure

changes [3, 10]. First, Cahn, as well as Ebner and

Saam, have shown theoretically that wetting transi-

tions at the external or internal interface represent

true two-dimensional phase transformations [11, 12].

Later, the prediction of Cahn was shown to be con-

sistent with surface thermodynamics (adsorption

equations of Butler and Gibbs), also being in agree-

ment with experimental data [12–15]. The same idea

was also extended to GBs [16]. Following these pre-

dictions, the wetting transitions were observed

experimentally in numerous works (see for example

[1, 10, 17, 18]). The wetting transitions can be either of

the first or second order (continuous) [19, 20]. As we

study the wetting phase transitions at the internal

interface, new lines of these transformations

increasingly enrich and complement the traditional

phase diagrams for three-dimensional systems [17].

For example, in two-phase regions of bulk phase

diagrams, where solid solution and melt are in

equilibrium, the new tie-lines of GB wetting phase

transitions steadily appear. Usually, these are two

horizontal lines that limit the temperature range, in

which gradually, one after the other, the GBs with

different energy rGB become completely wetted

[2, 21]. The lower of these tie-lines corresponds to the

minimum wetting temperature Twmin for the GBs

with the highest energy rGBmax, and the upper one

corresponds to the maximum wetting temperature

Twmax for the GBs with the lowest energy rGBmin. At

the GBs, not only thick layers of the ‘‘true’’ bulk liquid

phase can be formed, but also thin layers of specific

grain-boundary phases. For example, the lines of

grain-boundary phase transitions of pre-wetting and

pre-melting depart into single-phase region of the

solid solution from the intersection point of GB wet-

ting tie-line with solidus line [5, 7].

In addition to bulk (three-dimensional) phases and

two-dimensional boundaries of their separation in

solids, there are also linear (or one-dimensional)

defects. Together with well-known dislocations, they

also include the lines of the triple junction of grain

boundaries (GB TJs). It turns out that wetting phase

transformations can also be observed on one-dimen-

sional (linear) defects [22]. In the case of complete

wetting, the linear defect is replaced by a second-

phase channel along its entire length, and in the case

of incomplete wetting, chains of second-phase parti-

cles are observed on the dislocation, which ‘‘adorn’’ it

like beads [23]. Various possible combinations of

completely and partially wetted GBs and GB TJs are

schematically shown in Fig. 1. The wetting phase

transformations on one-dimensional (linear) defects

are even more difficult to observe than on two-di-

mensional ones. In the case of triple junctions of grain

boundaries, the morphology of the wetting phase, in

contrast to the dislocation, is more like a three-sided

prism, with GBs at its vertices. The second phase,

wetting the grain boundaries, can be either liquid or

solid [24, 25]. The phenomena associated with the

wetting of the GB by the second solid phase were

observed in a variety of systems: aluminum-based

alloys [26], titanium alloys [27], tungsten alloys [28],

steels [29], superalloys [30], multicomponent alloys

without the major component (so-called high-entropy

one) [31], composites [32], welded and soldered joints

[33]. The wetting of the GB by the second solid phase

is called also GB spreading of a second solid phase.
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This term somehow softens the excessive similarity

with wetting by the melt.

Already D. McLean mentioned that wetting of TJs

should occur under more ‘‘soft’’ conditions than that

of GBs [34]. Referring to the older work of Smith [35],

McLean showed using a very simple calculation that

GB is completely wetted if rGB[ 2 rSL, and GB TJ is

wetted if rGB[
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSL (here, rSL is the energy of the

interphase boundaries of a solid and a liquid). This

fact logically leads to a difference in the wetting

transition temperature TW for GBs (TWGB) and GB TJs

(TWTJ). In [22], it was shown that the transition from

incomplete to complete wetting of GB TJs occurs at a

temperature TWTJ which is lower than such a transi-

tion for the GBs themselves TWGB. The question of the

ratio of the wetting transition temperature for the

grain boundaries TWGB and their triple junctions TWTJ

for the ‘‘wetting’’ by the second solid phase remains,

however, open. This work is devoted to the answer to

this question.

In particular, when the melt wets GBs, the portion

of fully wetted GBs always increases with increasing

temperature [36, 37]. If the ‘‘wetting’’ phase is solid,

then the portion of completely ‘‘wetted’’ GBs may, on

the contrary, fall with increasing temperature [38], or

may behave non-monotonously (it initially increases,

and then, starting from a certain temperature, falls

again [18, 39]). These systems include Cu–In alloys,

which we will study in this paper to understand how

the portion of wetted triple junctions changes when

the portion of wetted GBs behaves non-

monotonically.

Materials and methods

In our work, copper alloys with indium concentra-

tions of 4, 7.9, 12.5, 13.5, 17.5 and 22 wt% were

studied. These alloys were manufactured using vac-

uum induction melting from highly pure components

(99.9995 wt% Cu and 99.9993 wt% In). The resulting

ingots with a diameter of 10 mm were cut into discs

with a thickness of 2 mm, which after chemical pol-

ishing were sealed in evacuated quartz ampoules

(with residual pressure of 4 9 10–4 Pa). These

ampoules were then annealed in a muffle furnace at

temperatures from 250 �C to 590 �C for 455–2120 h.

The annealing temperatures and sample composition

are marked on the Cu–In phase diagram (Fig. 2).

Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(a)

Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(b)

Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(d)

Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(h)
Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(g)

Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(c)

Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(f)
Grain 1 Grain 2

Grain 3

(e)

Figure 1 Triple junction (TJ) of grain boundaries (GBs) between

grains 1, 2 and 3. a ‘‘Dry’’ TJ in contact with three dry GBs.

b Partially wetted GB TJ in contact with three partially wetted

GBs. c Completely wetted GB TJ in contact with three ‘‘dry’’ GBs.

d Completely wetted GB TJ in contact with three partially wetted

GBs. e Dry GB TJ in contact with three partially wetted GBs.

f Completely wetted GB TJ in contact with one fully wetted GB.

g Completely wetted GB TJ in contact with two fully wetted GBs.

h Completely wetted GB TJ in contact with two fully wetted GBs.
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After annealing, the samples were quenched in

water, ground, polished and examined using scan-

ning electron microscopy on a Tescan Vega

NS5130MM device. Typical micrographs are shown

in Fig. 3. Copper-based solid solution (Cu) looks dark

in these micrographs, and intermetallic d looks

bright. The phase d (Cu70In30) is present both in the

volume of copper grains in the form of thin plates,

and at the boundaries of copper grains. GBs in (Cu)

were considered to be completely ‘‘wetted’’ if a thin

layer of d-phase completely separated the copper

grains from each other throughout the boundary

from one triple junction to the other. In the opposite

case, the grain boundary was considered to be

incompletely ‘‘wetted’’ by the d-phase. The experi-

ment was planned in such a way as to study the

region near the solubility limit of indium in copper,

where the volume fraction of the wetting phase is

small. This is due to the fact that when the volume

fraction of the wetting phase increases, the so-called

apparent wetting occurs, when the second phase

separates the grains of the first one simply because

there is a lot of it, and not because the contact angle is

zero [41].

The quantitative analysis of the GB TJ wetting

transition was performed using the following crite-

rion: each GB was considered fully wetted only when

the intermetallic layer covered the GB completely (all

three GBs in Fig. 1h). If such a layer was interrupted,

the GB was considered partially (incompletely) wet-

ted (all three GBs in Fig. 1b, d, and e). If there was no

second phase in the GB, it was considered dry (all

three GBs in Fig. 1a). Similarly, the triple junction of

the GB was considered wetted if the TJ contained a

‘‘star’’ of the second phase (Fig. 1c, d, f, g, h); in other

cases, the TJ was considered ‘‘dry’’ (Fig. 1a, e). Care-

ful sequential grinding of our annealed samples did

not reveal any partially wetted TJ (shown in the

diagram Fig. 1b). Therefore, they were not consid-

ered in the analysis. At least 500 GBs and/or GB TJs

were analyzed at each temperature.

Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows two micrographs after annealing at

temperatures of 430 �C and 520 �C. The first of them

(Fig. 3a) clearly shows that the d-phase spreaded

Figure 2 Part of the Cu–In phase diagram [40]. The filled points

show the temperatures and concentrations at which annealing was

performed in the two-phase region (Cu) ? d. Non-filled points

indicate annealing conditions outside the two-phase region

(Cu) ? d. Between tie-lines at TW = 370 �C and TDW = 520 �C
(indicated by dotted lines) in Cu–In polycrystals, the GBs (Cu)/

(Cu) are observed, completely ‘‘wetted’’ by continuous (spreaded)

layers of the d-phase [18].
Figure 3 Microstructure of a Cu–12 wt% In alloy after annealing

at 430 �C and b Cu– wt% In alloy annealed at 520 �C obtained by

SEM (electron backscattering). The matrix (Cu) looks dark; the

wetting layers of the d-phase on the GBs and TJs look bright.

Differently wetted GBs and TJs are marked with letters according

to the scheme in Fig. 1.
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along most grain boundaries in (Cu) and completely

separates the copper grains from each other. In other

words, such grain boundaries in copper are com-

pletely ‘‘wetted’’ by the d-phase. Figure 3b shows a

micrograph in which almost all GBs in (Cu) contain

chains of individual particles of the d-phase. This

means that such boundaries are incompletely ‘‘wet-

ted’’ by the d-phase. In [18], it was found that the

portion of completely ‘‘wetted’’ GBs behaves non-

monotonously with increasing temperature: at first, it

increases, and, starting from a certain temperature, it

falls again (the filled squares in Fig. 4). This means

that when the temperature increases, there is a tran-

sition from incomplete ‘‘wetting’’ of the GBs in (Cu)

by the d-phase to complete one (i.e., to full GB

spreading of d-phase). With a further increase in

temperature, the GBs in (Cu), completely ‘‘wetted’’ by

the d-phase, disappear again (Fig. 4). As a result, two

new tie-lines appear in the (Cu) ? d area of copper–

indium phase diagram (Fig. 2), namely at the tem-

perature of GB wetting TWGB = 370 �C and tempera-

ture of GB dewetting TDWGB = 520 �C. Below, the

first of these temperatures, there are no completely

wetted GBs (see also Fig. 4, which shows the tem-

perature dependence of the portion of completely

wetted GBs and GB TJs). Above TWGB = 370 �C, the

first completely wetted (Cu) GBs appear in the sam-

ples, their portion increases with increasing temper-

ature and reaches 93% (Fig. 4) [18]. At 440 �C, the

percentage of wetted GBs reaches a maximum of

93%. Then, with a further increase in temperature, the

portion of completely wetted (Cu) GBs begins to fall.

The percentage of wetted (Cu) GBs reaches zero

again at TDWGB = 520 �C. Above this temperature,

the GBs completely wetted by the d-phase are not

observed in copper.

Various combinations of wetted GBs and TJs are

marked in Fig. 3 with letters corresponding to the

scheme in Fig. 1. The wetting phase at the grain

boundaries is an intermetallic d [18]. In Cu–In alloys,

wetting of GBs with melt was also observed [41, 42].

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the

portion of wetted GBs and TJs. Filled circles (upper

curve) indicate the portion of wetted TJs. It includes

the sum of configurations shown in Fig. 1c, f, g, h.

The percentage of wetted GB TJs (similar to that of

fully wetted GBs) initially increases with increasing

temperature: at 340 �C, it is * 25%, and at * 450 ±

10 �C, it reaches its maximum when all the GB triple

junctions are wetted with the d-phase. With a further

increase in temperature, the percentage of wetted GB

TJs begins to decrease, and at 540 �C it is only *
32%. The filled squares (lower curve) show the

portion of fully wetted GBs [18]. As we saw above, it

also changes non-monotonously: first it grows, and

then it falls with increasing temperature. Thus, the

percentage of wetted GBs is everywhere less than the

percentage of wetted GB triple junctions.

Consider the grain boundary in equilibrium con-

tact with the second solid phase. The second solid

phase can completely spread along the GB (or ‘‘wet’’

it) if rGB[ 2 rSS, i.e., if the energy of the GB rGB is

higher than the energy of the two interphase

boundaries of (Cu) and d solid phases 2 rSS (see the

diagram in Fig. 5a, b). In the case of GB complete

wetting in (Cu), it should be replaced by a layer of the

second solid phase d and two interphase boundaries

of the ‘‘(Cu)/d’’ (Fig. 5b). Let us now consider a triple

junction (GB TJ) in the same alloy. The second solid

phase d can completely ‘‘wet’’ also a GB TJ. In this

case, a triangular prism filled with the second solid

phase d replaces the (Cu) GB TJ (Fig. 5c, d). Then, a

star of three (Cu) GBs (Fig. 5c) is replaced by a tri-

angle of three interphase boundaries (Cu)/d (Fig. 5d).

In the simplest case of an ideal symmetrical TJ with

the same GBs having equal rGB, the condition for

complete wetting is rGB[
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS. This condition is

not as strict as for grain boundaries rGB[ 2 rSS.

Figure 4 Temperature dependences of the portion of wetted grain

boundaries (GBs) and triple junctions (TJs). Upper curve (filled

circles) denotes the sum of configurations of wetted TJs shown in

Fig. 1c, f,g, h. Lower curve (filled squares [18]): completely

wetted GBs.
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Here, we consider only a case of a wetted TJ with

macroscopic size (at least a few microns). Therefore,

we neglect the energy of the GB TJ itself at the first

approximation. Both rGB and rSS decrease with

increasing temperature due to entropy reasons

(Fig. 5e). If the temperature dependencies rGB (T)

and 2 rSS (T) intersect at TWGB, then a wetting phase

transition occurs at TWGB. Below TWGB, the GB can co-

exist in equilibrium contact with the second solid

phase. Above TWGB, the GB must be replaced by a

layer of the second solid phase and cannot coexist in

equilibrium contact with the second solid phase. The

temperature dependence
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS (T) lies lower than

the dependence 2 rSS (T) (Fig. 5e). Hence,
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS

(T) intersects with rGB (T) at a temperature TWTJ that

is lower than TWGB. As a result, fully wetted GBs are

absent in the polycrystal in the temperature range

between TWTJ and TWGB, but fully wetted TJ can exist

below TWGB and above TWTJ.

In contrast to GB wetting with the liquid phase, if

both phases are solid, the dependencies rGB(T) and 2

rSS (T) can intersect twice, at TWGB and TDWGB. In this

case, above the TDWGB (being the temperature of the

second intersection of rGB(T) and
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS (T)), the

complete wetting (or spreading) of the GBs by the

second solid phase disappears. Thus, GBs completely

wetted by the second solid phase exist in the tem-

perature range from TWGB to TDWGB. The dependen-

cies rGB(T) and
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS(T) describing the wetting of

triple junctions also intersect twice in this case. Such

qualitative model is consistent with quantitative

description in existing models on GB and s/s inter-

facial energies [43–46]. And, as follows from the

diagram in Fig. 5e, the temperature of the first

intersection of the dependencies rGB(T) and
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS

(T) is lower than the temperature of the first inter-

section of the dependencies rGB(T) and 2 rSS (T).

Conversely, the temperature of the second intersec-

tion of the dependencies rGB(T) and
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS (T) is

higher than the temperature of the second intersec-

tion of the dependencies rGB(T) and 2 rSS (T). This

means that the temperature range of existence of fully

wetted GB triple junctions (from TWTJ to TDWTJ) is

wider than the corresponding interval for fully wet-

ted GBs (from TWGB to TDWGB), which we observe in

the experiment (Fig. 4).

Indeed, such description is very simplified. Here,

we completely ignore the fine structure of TJ itself as

a one-dimensional lattice defect. However, the TJs—

similar to GBs—can contain for example the linear

complexions (like dislocations [47]). In this case, the

‘‘dry’’ portions of TJs between particles of a second

phase (see Fig. 1a, b, e) are not really dry. We plan to

study these phenomena more accurately in the future

by using, for example, the X-rays or atomic force

tomography [48].

Conclusions

Thus, in this work, it is experimentally confirmed

that, if with increasing temperature there is a transi-

tion from incomplete ‘‘wetting’’ by the second solid

phase to complete one for grain boundaries and their

triple junctions, then all GB TJs become fully wetted

at a temperature TWTJ, lower than the temperature

TWGB, at which all GBs become completely wetted. If

the wetting of GBs behaves non-monotonously with

increasing temperature (that is, there is a reversed

transition from incomplete wetting to complete

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 5 a ‘‘Dry’’ grain boundary with energy rGB. b Completely

wetted GB, replaced by a layer second solid phase and two

interfacial boundaries with energy 2rSS. c ‘‘Dry’’ triple junction

with GBs having the same energy rGB. d Triple junction of GBs,

replaced by the triangle of the second solid phase (the case of

complete wetting of the GB TJ). e Temperature dependence for

the GB energy rGB, the energy 2rSS of two interphase boundaries

of two solid phases when wetting GB and energy
ffiffiffi

3
p

rSS of

interphase interfaces of two solid phases in the triangular prism

substituting the completely wetted GB TJ.
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wetting), then the wetting of triple junctions also

behaves non-monotonously. Namely, as the temper-

ature increases, the portion of fully wetted triple

junctions also falls. Moreover, the percentage of

completely wetted GB TJs is always higher than that

of completely wetted GBs.
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